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PROGRAM NAME: WOMANITY  –  WOMEN IN UNITY  

GUEST NAME: AMBASSADOR TRINE RASK THYGESEN 

SPEAKER TRANSCRIPTION 

DR. MALKA 
(INTRODUCTION) 

 

Hello, I’m Dr. Amaleya Goneos-Malka, welcome to ‘Womanity – Women in 
unity’. The show that celebrates prominent and ordinary African women’s 
milestone achievements in their struggles for liberation, self-emancipation, 
human rights, democracy, racism, socio-economic class division and gender 
based violence.  

DR. MALKA 
(GUEST 

SYNOPSIS) 

Joining us on the line today is the Ambassador of the Kingdom of Denmark to 
South Africa, Mrs Trine Thygesen. Welcome to the show, Ambassador. 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Thank you so much for having me here. 

DR. MALKA 

 

Ambassador, you've served your country for more than twenty years and in 
that period you've held various positions, can you please share with us a few of 
the landmarks in your career? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

Well, yes I've actually been working for the Minister of Home Affairs all 
of my professional career. I'm an economist by training and I would say  
that's more luck than anything else that actually brought me to the 
Ministry of Home Affairs. I was going to work in banking or something 
like that but I got a [ ? ] because I was serving actually in ex Yugoslavia, 
just during the first election as an election adviser there and I just got 
really hung up or interested more in foreign policy. So I ended up in the 
Ministry and when you start as a diplomat there you do all different kinds 
of things so I've been doing  support of [ ? ] communications, caring 
support, I have been posted in New York, so I've been doing a lot of work 
with the UN, also the World Bank and then just before coming to South 
Africa I was Head of our Human Resource Department in Copenhagen 
which was something completely new for me but I found very interesting. 
I mean, the one and only [ ? ] Ministry of Foreign Affairs actually that is 
the staff, so working with the staff and [competent] development, 
[planning and retrieving] and so on that was really the rest. But then I got 
an excellent opportunity to come down here and that was definitely an 
opportunity that I could not say no to. 

DR. MALKA And how long have you been in South Africa? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

I've been here a bit more than a year now so I'm sort of starting to 
understand a little bit, I guess. 

DR. MALKA 

 

And during your tenure here are there any specific milestones that you want to 
accomplish during this period? 

AMBASSADOR Well yes, I think we are actually already working very hard towards those 
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THYGESEN 

 

things. When I came down here it was soon very clear for me that there 
are a lot of areas where South Africa and Denmark can strengthen our 
cooperation. I mean we've been partners for many many years. Denmark 
has been supporting South Africa going towards democracy and been 
giving development assistance in South Africa for many years. Now it's a 
different kind of partnerships, it's more equal partnerships for which we 
have an economic cooperation and especially in the terms of the water 
factor, the energy factor and agriculture, but also health and design, not 
just furniture but also the notion of smart [figures] and so on. I think 
there's a lot where we could work more closely and that we are already 
engaged in. Ja, I've been working in the energy sector for many years with 
nuclear energy, we have been supporting the South African government, 
turning the [IPT] around and the nuclear energy efficiency and stuff and 
it's actually a Danish company that's been supplying a third of all the 
minerals in Africa, I think that's also a sign of ...  I mean Denmark has 
some competence which can be used here. And not we've been testing 
water because the South African government came to the Danish 
government and said, you have been in Denmark using water as a scarce 
resource in Denmark for many years and it's been working on efficiency 
and so on, can you do something together with us, in assisting us getting in 
the right direction and even in Copenhagen even though the water pipes 
are a hundred years old we only waste around 7% of the water, 
government says in South Africa it's a bit more than 40% on average, so 
there's a lot to be gained. 

DR. MALKA That's an incredible amount of wastage when you consider that both water and 
electricity are essential resources for the country. 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Yes, absolutely. 

DR. MALKA 

 

So in terms of, for instance looking at the reduction doing a comparison with 
Denmark having  a 7% wastage, despite having hundred year old pipes with its 
infrastructure and South Africa losing approximately 40%, what types of 
interventions are you hoping to put in place? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Well we have agreed with DWA, Department of Water Affairs that we 
should focus on free areas, urban water which actually needs water 
efficiency trying to reduce the water leakages and so that the whole [?]  
after them is also a management thing, it's not just you can play our part 
for a hundred years, it's not just new equipment, it's also maintaining and 
planning and so on and then one time when it's ground water South Africa 
is keen to diverse water resources and ground water is very resilient to 
drought for instance which affects which we're experiencing now 
Denmark is 100% dependent on ground water so that's of course 
something we know about and then the last thing is water in industry, a lot 
of the production especially in agriculture are using a lot of water, by the 
way, also energy so these two go very close together.  

DR. MALKA 

 

Yes, they do. 
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[     ] you're Minister of Agriculture and Denmark where we took him to 
see an abattoir where they are really efficient in their slaughtering 
processes. We aim in Denmark also that our diet should actually be one 
hundred percent water neutral so we use the liquid from the milk in the 
production, we don't use any water at all. We're not completely there yet 
but I mean we're working on it and now definitely something where the 
private sector down here wants to use and what we have felt is that they 
have an increasing interest although that in terms of energy we have a lot 
of big and private companies in South Africa looking to buy already for 
instance also something different. So I think what we are also trying to do 
is in Denmark we have a strong position for the private sector and the 
public sector to work closely together, also on issues for instance like 
water issues where you can say it is a core task of the public sector to 
deliver water to its people but the private sector can really go [ ?  ] and I 
think this is where South Africa still has something to work on and I think 
you are doing it, you can succeed in the nuclear energy programme. It's 
privately funded and South Africa is buying the cheapest wind energy, at 
the moment, wind energy. 

DR. MALKA 

 

Those are all good points to note and particularly the partnerships between 
both the private and public sector to make sure that things move along.  
Denmark is renowned for numerous aid programmes across Africa, can you 
share with us some of the development programmes that it's currently involved 
with and are there any specific ones that apply to women for their benefit? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Ya. I mean yes we have been working in Africa for many many years and 
you can say, we are unfortunately, we are cutting down a little bit in some 
countries because it makes sense because the countries like South Africa 
has already done the transition. Ghana  [ ?  ] is also another state, moving 
up to  also moving up to the middle income countries so of course we then 
phase out our development budgets and we are also cutting down because 
we've had to cut our development patterns. So you can say we are looking 
at different ways of cooperation, very much focused on economic 
cooperation but then on more sort of classical development cooperation 
[vehicle] we are doing more and more on countries with conflicts and 
we've been working in Mali, Burkina Faso, we are also working in South 
Sudan and Somalia. We are of course also working with the government 
what can we say in some of  the poorer African countries that are not, 
what can we say in a conflict situation. We do have a gender specific 
project which is supporting civil society organisations. We are a strong 
supporter of UNFPA, United Nations Population Fund [UN women] but 
the core is actually that we are supposed to be gender managed. So all our 
activities should be analysed in terms of how they expect gender equalities 
and women's situation. 

DR. MALKA 

 

Ambassador, one more question that I'd like to ask you in terms of the work 
and the areas that you focus on, is being a female Ambassador in Africa 
sometimes touches sensitive points which, be it culture, religion, tradition. In 
your experience do you think that women Ambassadors face different 
challenges to their male counterparts? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

I actually, it's not my feelings that they do down here and I must admit I 
think in terms of looking around in the world this is perhaps one of the 
countries with most female Ambassadors as they are presented very many 
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 female Ambassadors, the British High Commissioner, the Canadian High 
Commissioner in England, the French, the Dutch, the Danish, the 
Norwegian there are many female Ambassadors here, and I don't get that 
feeling actually and I think that could perhaps also be because I'm sure 
that in other countries it's different. So I don't get that sense that it's more 
difficult being a female Ambassador at that area other challenges though. 
I've never had the feeling that there were issues I could not touch, not at 
all. 

DR. MALKA 

 

I think that's a very important point and it also means that the way things are 
moving that we're overcoming issues of patriarchy, that women are being 
recognized and particularly, in the Foreign Affairs space and being able to 
conduct their business and to represent their countries whilst they're doing that. 

AD BREAK 
DR. MALKA 

 

In our previous segment, the Ambassador spoke about her historyher 
experiences, training within the economic space to moving on to working in 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and she also spoke about the various aspects 
and the cooperation between South Africa and Denmark pertaining to water, 
energy, particularly renewable energy, agriculture and health. Now 
Ambassador, Womanity - Women in unity is all about gender equality and 
increasingly it's become more of a global focus and as such building female 
leadership capacity is more important for the future of women, both in Africa 
as well as across the rest of the world. How do you see female leadership 
whether it's in Parliament space, schools, business or any other field? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

There is no doubt that it ... I mean we might be doing better but there is 
still a long way to go and it's absolutely key that we have more female 
leaders, those private sector, public sector and political spheres and so on, 
it's the whole point about getting all talents in there so if you only focus 
when you appoint leaders on 50% of the population than men, then of 
course you lose out on some of the best talents, you know, if you don't get 
the right competition, you don't get the right, everybody in there in the 
gain, I think that's really key. Then the whole thing about diversity, I 
think we all know that being in groups with there are diversity, is more 
interesting, it gives them new ideas, it's different views, different 
perspectives and that shows it is very important. The other thing, when I 
was back in the Ministry and working with the World Bank, back in 
Denmark we were working with the World Bank in Washington, 
economic empowerment worked together with them and then we,  I mean 
it was all the time when we worked in the economics there, were so many 
issues that are on the table on the economic growth, like equality in 
children, not just gender equality and you really need to try and keep this 
issue on the agenda and we tried to argue that this makes sense. I'm an 
economist, it should make economic sense that we have more female 
leaders in both public and private.  And it was really difficult actually for 
us, intuitively, analytically it makes sense but we really couldn't prove it 
[on half code age] but our next step actually, I think it's a couple of weeks 
ago they come up with new study, where it was actually proven that the 
companies that have female leadership, not just female but that females 
are part of the leadership have a better result and that was sort of across  
countries, it's a [ ? ] analytical study based on concrete data that we have 
from the private sector and I think this is really important, [ ? ] especially 
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in the private sector and I think that goes in all countries. And we have a 
challenge and surely private companies they need to make money and they 
assume and the boards understand and accept that we need female 
leadership, also not just, but also female leadership because it makes 
economic sense. Then it will start to happen so I think this study was 
really important and it's something that we should use to the fullest in 
order to sort of get to the complete transition, you know. 

DR. MALKA 

 

I agree with you, when you've got some empirical evidence, it needs to be 
circulated to the right ears in order for them to understand and appreciate the 
economic value because as you say, the bottom line of every company within 
the private sector is with the commercial lens and looking at how to make 
money and I also think that what you said earlier was very interesting. Yes we 
want female leadership but female leaders are not just going to appear, it 
requires nurturing and it means looking at things from a middle management 
point of view, applying succession planning in order to build up that capability 
for them to move ahead and to become those leaders. Ambassador, whilst 
we're on the topic of gender equality, what would you say the state of gender 
equality is in Denmark? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Well, in Denmark I think we are in a good position but it's not good 
enough. We are doing very well in work in terms of health and education 
and so on but when it comes to political influence, I mean females in 
Parliament are in Ministerial positions and when it comes to female 
managers actually both in public and private sector, we are not doing 
good enough if we can compare to for instance, our other Nordic countries 
and there was economic forum report, gender gap report from 2015 and 
new year number 14 which is not so bad if you consider globally but there 
are other Nordic countries which are Norway, Sweden which we normally 
compare, they rank, like one, two, three and they especially the report told 
us that it is in terms of the sense of the political and in Parliament we only 
have 37% of numbers that are female and also actually only a few 
Ministers out of our Cabinet. We are also struggling in the private sector 
in both in the board and in management positions and even you can say, in 
the public sector we have a third women in leadership positions. It's 
something that the government is working on, again in the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, our HUD has briefed us that one or two organisational 
goals that he wants more female leaders, in terms of Ambassadors, only 
around about 20%, female Ambassadors. 

DR. MALKA 

 

I recall reading an article towards the end of last year from the French in terms 
of what they were doing, they were wanting to aim to have 50% representation 
of women within the Ambassadorial space and from a South African point of 
view, we are ranked approximately eighth in the world, with I think 42% 
representation of women within the Parliamentary space although, interesting 
to note, I find that in the political space often we see higher numbers of women 
representative within the government sector but within the private sector, 
regardless of country, they're always low, sitting on, I think approximately 22, 
20%. 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Yes, I think that is globally and it is also true what you say, in terms of  
leadership in public sector and in politics [ ? ] Denmark can definitely 
learn something from South Africa because you are doing better. What we 
have tried in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, because we were asking 
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ourselves, what is going on here because we usually true fifty-fifty percent 
and if you look at our universities, at the moment the women that leave 
university on average are actually having better grades than their male 
counterparts. So what is actually happening and we tried to introduce 
something that I was leading when I was head of our Human Resource 
Department and we started this campaign and we said, what is going on 
here, you're true fifty-fifty and they are equally good, perhaps even the 
females can be just a little bit better than the men. But I think we found 
that there are so many different factors [ ? ] One thing though that we got 
very curious about that was the unconscious bias that you have, there are 
many studies showing that if musicians that are going to be accepted to a 
band, and they play, sort of the violin, they play where those that 
researched them cannot see them, that means that the women have a 
better chance of actually getting elected than if not. There's the same in 
the universities. There was a study done where it was ... the same kind of 
article was sent to different reviewers, one went with the female name that 
should have been the author of the article and another went with the male. 
It was the same article but the male got more acceptances than the female. 
And this is not, I mean a lot of it is not something that we do on purpose 
but sort of this bias thing that we have tried always to challenge our 
managers - would you prefer a man for this female's position?, why are 
you doing that?, because it happened to be just yesterday that the 
manager should definitely get the position, no doubt about it, but have you 
thought about different attitudes?, is there something if they're biased that 
is chipping in so that you do not choose your female colleagues for that 
position? And I think that's something where you can say, as a manager, 
you should always  keep this in mind and it should of course  always be the 
best person for that position but you should be able to challenge yourself 
on your assessment of the person. So that's one thing. I think for us in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, though we have to move around it's because 
also, not of course, but it is still a challenge that for a lot of the women in 
the Ministry they also have husbands with careers. It seems to be more 
likely that some of our male colleagues, you can say at least for some years 
if you have small kids it's nice to have a bit more time at home then you 
can travel with your husband as a female Ambassador, you don't have 
that privilege, I also have three kids, my husband is having his own career, 
unfortunately he works from here but there's a lot of different issues is 
played. But I think it should be diversified, the approach that you are 
taking. Sometimes I think also that women should be nurtured a little bit, 
again being head of HR, I had a lot of young male colleagues come and tell 
me that they were absolutely excellent at their job and that they should 
definitely be promoted whereas a lot of my female colleagues they were a 
little bit more humble and not pushing so much and I think that if you 
have ambitions and if you are good as a female you should also yourself 
push and say, I want to do this, I want to go here and I want to take that 
chance. 

DR. MALKA 

 

I think you're absolutely right, so it comes through from both ways, it's from 
the individual in terms of acknowledging their ambitions, acknowledging that 
there is no glass ceiling that they can push and forge ahead but then at the other 
side, as an individual you have to overcome that element of unconscious bias 
from a managerial perspective where as you say and it happens both from a 
male and female point of view, I've also read some of the studies where the 
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male candidate is perceived to be stronger than a female candidate. 
Ambassador, in the next couple of weeks, I can't believe it's happening so 
soon, from the 16th to the 19th of May in Copenhagen, Denmark, there is 
going to be the Women Deliver Conference which I understand is one of the 
largest conferences on health, rights, wellbeing of girls and women in the last 
decade and it has a specific focus on how to implement the sustainable 
development goals which were established in 2015 on how they matter most 
for women with a specific agenda on health, particularly maternal, sexual, 
reproductive health and rights. Can you tell us more about the conference and 
what it means to Denmark to host the event? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Ja, well we are of course very honoured and very pleased to be able to host 
this event, it's an important conference. It's co-hosted by UN women and 
UNFPA, United Nations Population Fund and we expect 5 000 to 6 000 
participants, more than 2 000 administrations from more than 150 
countries. There will be a lot of young people, there will be journalists, 
there will be private sector from multiple industries and other 80 different 
causes also and then there'll be Parliamentarians and Ministers. We 
expect the South African Minister for Women, Susan Shabangu to be 
there. I was fortunate enough to host for a lunch, the Minister and her 
staff and a lot of the civil society organisations here from South Africa 
that are going up there and they were very very eager and they were 
really also dedicated, they were preparing, they see this as an opportunity 
to learn to network, to push, I  mean this thing about all the time keeping 
this issue on the agenda. I think the fact that Denmark hosts the country is 
of course also on the line anymore that this agenda encourages, is 
something that we've been working for many many years and I say when 
we talk about the economic focus on the Danish Embassy here in South 
Africa we are also focusing their agenda, human rights and especially 
gender and this year we are working together with the other Nordic 
countries in attempting aspects in the Nordic states. We're looking very 
much into gender based violence and we're working with some good 
NGOs like Long-life, Sonke Gender Justice and Goddess for Life and that 
we've been doing for quite some time. So I think ... all the South African 
delegation that was here with me for lunch, we of course are saying what 
do we want out of this continent, there are so many countries around the 
world, ye.  They are all saying we should talk about communication. We 
have so many plans, we have a lot of good agreements on the issues on 
gender based violence, assistance, maternal charity and stuff like that but 
we need more progress on the implementation. So I think that is what this 
conference ... where it can be key, even more for implementation, how to 
do it, out in practice. 

DR. MALKA 

 

Yes, as you say, it is very important and South Africa, I think is very well 
renowned for its progressive policies but I do think that we are 
underperforming, in terms of implementation of some of those aspects. We 
could have the best laid plans but if those plans aren't put into effect, it's almost 
makes them redundant. So I'm glad to hear that there will be a strong emphasis, 
within the implementation space. 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Definitely, there's no doubt that South Africa has all, I'd say not all but 
most of the legislation in place, in terms of gender equality. You have the 
most beautiful Constitution in the whole world, if we look at human 
rights. But the biggest issue, but I guess also because of poverty. There is 
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still room for a lot of improvement in terms of  the implementation, I 
think especially the gender based violence issue where it's a key issue 
where it's not so good here in South Africa. 

DR. MALKA 

 

Agreed and it's something which is so unnecessary and whether it is 
overcoming issues from a cultural point of view, all of those points must be 
addressed. 

AD BREAK 
DR. MALKA 

 

In the previous segment of our conversation, Ambassador spoke about from a 
work point of view, in terms of improving on gender equality, looking at 
aspects of diversity, the negative effects of unconscious bias and the need for 
women to be more pro-active in terms of asserting themselves for their specific 
ambitions.We also spoke about the forthcoming conference which is 
happening in Copenhagen, Denmark with Women Deliver, where we have a 
significant representation of women from 150 different countries, with a focus 
on implementation of the sustainable development goals. Ambassador, we're 
now going into the last segment of our show, one of the questions that I ask all 
my guests who have made tremendous achievements in their respective fields 
of expertise is about the factors contributing to their success, some talk about 
the hard work that they've invested in, others talk about the influence of their 
mothers, some speak about perseverance. In your opinion, what have been the 
key drivers to your success? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Of course I would also say, hard work no doubt about it, also cooperation 
that I needed to like work with people and I get, I think this is what drives 
me I think a good day, that's if we do something together, I think that's 
really fun but of course, making results, getting results there but when all 
is said there is also no doubt that you need a lot of luck, you need timing, 
you need network and when I say timing, I mean, you also need to be at 
the right place at the right time, so I think some of it is something that you  
contribute to your own efforts and other things are definitely s almost 
always important when you succeed in something, you also need a bit of 
luck there's no doubt about that. 

DR. MALKA 

 

That's almost the magic that makes things happen.  
 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

I think so, too. 

DR. MALKA 

 

Can you share with us some of the pivotal moments in your life growing up 
and what influenced you in those years? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Well I think, I'm from the countryside, I was from all the siblings, I was 
the oldest one, and I have two sisters and a brother and I think we had a 
really really good and safe childhood. We were all encouraged to do our 
best in school and neither my mother or father had any academic degrees 
but in Denmark you have a system where school is free, and all 
universities are free as well. You get in based on your grades from 
primary school and from high school and you even get a subsidy when you 
study something that is like a salary you don't need to ... at this stage. I'd 
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say all my [  ?  ] and  my two sisters and my brother, have academic 
degrees and are having a good career in different fields now and this is 
one of the strong things about the Danish society is that you get the 
chance, my parents could never have afforded to pay for us to go to 
university, all of us, no doubt about it. And they supported us all around 
and said you must work hard and you must do your best and then you can 
succeed. So that's an important thing that was key. That support from my 
parents and then living in a society where you are actually able to do it 
even though you come from non-academic background or don't have rich 
parents or whatever. I think that sort of gives you the leads that you 
cannot [ ? ] If you really drive you can do quite a few things. I think that's  
sort of  still part of my backbone and it's also something that I'm trying to 
tell my children now they are in a, perhaps you can say a more privileged 
position in terms of what we can assist them with but without their own 
effort and hard work it's not going to help them anything. 

DR. MALKA 

 

And what you're saying to me it's also about these enabling factors that we 
have in our lives, whether it's support, drive, nurturing coming through from 
parents but at the same time, being in a society and a system like Denmark 
which gives you the means that you can go forth and achieve, you're given 
these enabling components that once you have utilised them then it's up to you 
to you to move on but it's not a case of being denied something because you 
can't afford it. What would you say had the biggest impact on you to make you 
the person that you are today? 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Well, that's without no doubt my husband. I met him when he studied, we 
have been together now for more than twenty years. 

DR. MALKA 

 

Congratulations. 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Thank you. And then of course, my kids, I mean that's my whole base, I 
have three kids, I have twin boys that are now ten and a daughter that is 
fourteen. They're growing up fast. Of course, that whole family life and 
sort of getting things into perspective, one is a bit tough at work and at 
home to the family and then you see what's really important so I think 
definitely. 

DR. MALKA 

 

And what would you say has been the best lesson that you've learnt throughout 
your career so far? 
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AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Well I think it is that you should be ready to take up challenges and also 
when you are a little bit nervous if you can actually do it and again there I 
have a really strong supporter in my husband who is always saying, of 
course you can, you just go for it. But for instance, I remember when I 
accepted the position as head of [the organisation], I knew the 
organisation, I knew the Minister of Foreign Affairs, very well, I knew 
where we were going but I was not professional in HR and I was a little bit 
nervous, it was really a challenge, it's a position that is very difficult in our 
Ministry. My kids were still a bit younger than they are today, I also 
wanted to be with them. I knew it was going to be hard work but I wanted 
to do that but could I actually succeed in it. Before I accepted  I was really, 
sort of um ... and then when I said, okay sometimes you need to take a 
chance you give it your best, you get all the assistance and you try to find 
goals that you need to cooperate with in order to make this a success and 
then just to it, and he did well in HR and the team when I was there but I 
mean it could also, but it could also, I mean it could have failed. You have 
to be willing to take a chance once in a while and say, I'm going to try it. 

DR. MALKA 

 

Well we're very glad that you are trying it and that you have taken this 
opportunity to come through to South Africa and experience our country and 
also to be able to share the knowledge that you have with us to help drive the 
economy further. Ambassador, I'd like it if you could please use this platform 
to send a message of hope to all those women in Africa, that due to 
circumstances, gender equality may not be the first item on their agenda but 
rather the daily struggle of taking care of their family, raising children and 
putting food on the table for them is a more pressurizing reality. 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Yes, that's a difficult one. You absolutely right, there's a lot of women 
across this continent but also how many female managers do we have in 
the private sector, it doesn't matter at all, but I would say in terms of 
looking across when you have seen the implementation on [  ] ... The 
Millenium  development goals, that we have now sort of ...  in the UN are 
now looking into, a new phase with this Millenium goals. We are doing 
better I  mean more women or you can say less mothers died giving birth, 
kids actually have a higher chance of surviving also in a young age, more 
girls are coming to school with gender equality there so there are 
definitely something where there are a lot of progress there but it's also 
clear especially in the conflict zones and in the extreme poverty situation 
then women are under pressure. At the same time it's also clear we go 
back to the gender equality matters or it doesn't matter. I actually think it 
matters also in very poor households. Many studies clearly indicate that 
its the women, the mother have the power over family resources then the 
outcome is better for the whole family, the kids, the whole family and that 
is gender equality, that's the power relation within the family so even in 
the poorest families it is important that the woman also get to choose for 
the kids and get to prioritise the results and so a lot it goes to food and 
schools for the kids and so on. I think you are right, it's not about big 
number on female leadership that matters to a very poor household and a 
very poor mother but I still think that inequality it matters on all levels 
and I think this is where support structures around also the more poor 
areas, from schools to health clinics and so on should also work on gender 
equalities in the poor homes 
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DR. MALKA 

 

Well thank you very much, Ambassador, we really appreciate you taking the 
time out to talk to us today and we wish you every success in your tenure 
whilst you're in South Africa. 

AMBASSADOR 
THYGESEN 

 

Thank you very much for having me, it was interesting talking to you. 

END  PROGRAM 
 

 


